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Introduction

Schelling's late attempt to provide the grounds for what he calls a positive philosophy poses well-known difficulties. These come to the fore when we attempt to get into focus the challenge he means to pose to Hegel's system, and to come to a definite decision regarding the argument between Schelling and Hegel – a philosophical opposition which is capable of appearing in very different lights: as ill-formulated on Schelling's part and evidencing a misreading of Hegel, who has already factored in at the outset the point which Schelling presses against him; or alternatively, as a decisive victory for Schelling, though perhaps only because it is based on a consideration so essentially simple that it does not require the heavy machinery he employs. Or yet again, it can seem so vertiginous as to defy resolution. Which may in turn lead us to ask if it is not perhaps merely a local dispute among absolute idealists reducible to a question of preference of vocabulary.

What follows is an attempt to broach this very large issue from a relatively narrow angle. While it may be possible to skip over the textual morass and engage with the central ideas in Schelling's late writings directly, it is also necessary to see how they are refracted in the texts of different periods. Schelling tended not to maintain a single constant perspective on what is constant in his thought, and his variations of perspective are not unmotivated. The discussion that follows is concerned with Schelling's project of laying the basis for a positive philosophy as it is presented in his 'Abhandlung über die Quelle der ewigen Wahrheiten' ('On the Source of the Eternal Truths'; hereafter, *Quelle*), a lecture delivered to the Berlin Academy of the Sciences in 1850. Let me begin by explaining the reason for this choice of text.

I will adopt the standard strategy of attempting to get a better understanding of the German Idealists by going back to Kant and working out how they mean to go beyond him, but I begin the story very far back, with one of Kant's pre-Critical writings, his 1763 *Der einzig mögliche Beweisgrund zu einer Demonstration des Daseins Gottes* (*The Only Possible Basis for a Proof of the Existence of God*; hereafter, *Beweisgrund*). The first part of my discussion consists in an attempt to identify what I take to be the
vital and original insight contained in this text which I consider relevant to the late Schelling. It also on my account also anticipates, albeit dimly, Kant's conception of transcendental proof. The insight does not however lend itself easily to plain statement, and it is best brought out in contrast with an alternative reading of the text, which takes Kant at this period to be locked firmly into the framework of early modern rationalism. While the insight which I locate in the Beweisgrund is proto-Schellingian, the alternative reading is proto-Hegelian. The issue of how to read the Beweisgrund is consequently a kind of rehearsal of the argument of Schelling with Hegel. If my account is accurate, then two gains are made vis à vis Schelling: we have a point of entry into Schelling's late thought independent of the terms that he himself employs, and which are constantly shifting; and we have reason to think that Schelling's late philosophy has a deep Kantian root and cannot be understood merely as an abreaction to Hegel or to his own earlier Identity Philosophy. With these aims in mind, I will keep the discussion as unencumbered as possible by holding aside the many other concepts and themes in late Schelling that would otherwise crowd in.

The claim that Schelling's late standpoint is foreshadowed in the Beweisgrund is in itself systematic rather than historical. To show that there is also a historical dimension to the relation, though it is not one of actual influence, the second half of my discussion attempts to reconstruct the argument of the Quelle, in which the Beweisgrund itself makes no explicit appearance but where Schelling's focus is on its direct descendant, the Transcendental Ideal of the Critique of Pure Reason. Concentrating on this single text of course leaves much hanging and does not allow the Quelle to be integrated into a bigger picture of Schelling's late philosophy, but its compendiary character allows the basic shape of Schelling's late thought to emerge with particular distinctness, in terms moreover that make especially clear Schelling's respect for the explananda of philosophical rationalism and his remoteness from irrationalist ineffabilism. It is also distinguished by its being Schelling's last public statement of his position. This affords the narrative satisfaction of allowing a long arc to be drawn from the first seed of transcendental philosophy to the last word, chronologically speaking, of German Idealism. Since on my interpretation, the point to which the Quelle argues that we are led by reflection on the basic intelligibility of the world corresponds to the insight contained in Kant's Beweisgrund, while also showing how much more is contained in it than Kant had supposed, to follow the arc is not to merely turn full circle.
Rather, as it has been said, in arriving where we started we come to know the place for the first time.

I Kant's *Beweisgrund*

In the Second and Third Reflections of Section One of the *Beweisgrund*, having rejected the traditional ontological argument, Kant tries to supply what the book's title promises, a (new) proof of God's existence. Kant's God is that of theism, but here at the beginning only God's necessary existence is at issue; other attributes are added later. Omri Boehm has provided a helpful reconstruction of Kant's argument:

B1 Internal possibility (the essence of a thing) depends on formal and material possibility.
B2 Formal possibility (the logical consistency between a concept's predicates) depends on material possibility (the predicates themselves).
B3 Material possibility is grounded in something actually existing.
B4 Necessarily, something is possible.
B5 Necessarily, something exists. [From B3 and B4.]
B6 There is a being that exists necessarily.
B7 There can be only one necessary being.

Boehm maintains that in order to complete this argument Kant relies (tacitly) on the Principle of Sufficient Reason (PSR). The major importance of this, according to Boehm, is that it shows Kant to have put himself under pressure to complete the inexorable movement compelled by the PSR to Spinoza's necessitarian substance monism – making the *Beweisgrund*, with regard to its true import, an exposition and defence of Spinozism. Kant's realization that he had denied the reality of freedom, according to Boehm, played no small part in his development of the Critical philosophy as an antidote to Spinoza.

Given the Spinozistic character of Schelling's reception of Kant's philosophy almost from the moment of his first exposure, Boehm's narrative, which pictures Kant's philosophy as formed in the immediate shadow of Spinoza, holds special interest in the context of Schelling. Boehm is doubtless right to suggest that the *Beweisgrund* sails
uncomfortably close to the wind. Nonetheless, it seems to me that what is most interesting in the work is not Spinozistic.

Appeal is made to the PSR, Boehm argues, at several crucial points in Kant's argument. I will take in turn those that matter for present purposes, and try to show in each case that Boehm's reconstruction in terms of the PSR does not help Kant, who in any case does not stand in need of the principle.

(i) Boehm claims that the PSR is required first in order to establish the dependence of possibility on actual being, i.e., B3. Something must actually exist, otherwise 'the fact that something is possible will not be ultimately explained', contrary to the PSR. The requirement that modal facts supervene on existents seems however a principle separate and independent from the PSR. If the PSR is stated in standard form, as the requirement that nothing be (thought to be) the case without (its being thought that there is) sufficient reason for its being the case, i.e., simply as requiring whatever truths, knowable or unknowable, would answer 'why?' questions or explain states of affairs, then it does not of itself tell us what ontological status, if any, is to be assigned to whatever qualifies as a sufficient reason. And if the PSR in its raw unelaborated form does not tell us what is required to qualify as a Grund, then (a) its application to possibility does not tell us whether or not Gründe have their sufficient reason in the existence of any being, and (b) wherever our knowledge that the material component of possibility is (and must be) given as existing might come from, it cannot be from the PSR alone. If so, then the groundedness of possibility in actual being, B3, is logically presupposed by any ontologically significant employment of the PSR, not derived from it. To object that making the PSR ontologically neutral in this manner destroys its philosophical significance would be to beg the question, for what is at issue is precisely whether or not philosophical significance demands ontological commitment.

(ii) Second, regarding the necessity that something be possible, B4, Boehm reconstructs Kant's argument as follows: (1) the PSR requires that modal claims be fully explained; (2) absolute impossibility, if it were a modal fact, could not be explained; whence (3) the impossibility of absolute impossibility, i.e., B4. It is not clear however that something of the order of absolute impossibility can properly be required to submit itself for explanation or subjected to the PSR. Can a proposition which defines the limiting framework of modality can be taken as asserting a state of affairs? But even if it is granted that absolute impossibility would constitute
an *explanandum* demanding application of the PSR, it could satisfy the principle in a direct reflexive manner: if absolute impossibility obtained, then the pure modal fact *that nothing is possible* would sufficiently explain *why nothing is possible*. To resume the earlier point: If the notion of absolute impossibility is in some way absolutely repugnant, then the proper conclusion to draw may be simply that we are face to face here with the sheer ineliminability of possibility, in parallel with that of the truth of a formal contradiction.\(^\text{10}\) If so, then the ineliminability of possibility cannot be regarded as an *explanandum* to which the PSR may be applied, any more than it can be applied, presumably, to the necessity that there be sufficient reason for all that is really, extra-logically, the case.\(^\text{11}\) To object that this would make the ineliminability of possibility a brute fact of the very sort that the PSR precludes, would overshoot the mark, since if the putative ineliminability of possibility counts as a brute fact, then so too must the putative fact of the necessity of the conformity of all things to the PSR, in which case the PSR must be declared contradictory and self-refuting.

Kant's own presentation of the case for B4, as I understand it, suffices as it stands.\(^\text{12}\) His claim is that thinking manifests immediately the reality of possibility in a way similar to that in which, according to Descartes, it manifests the reality of a thinker, that is, without any inference from one existent to another. And if the reality of possibility is testified directly by our thinking, then no principle of thought, such as the PSR, is needed in order to rule out absolute impossibility. Kant's claim in B4 is therefore not that it is inconsistent to say that absolutely nothing is possible,\(^\text{13}\) rather absolute impossibility is excluded *before* we get to the point of being able to determine relations of logical (in)compatibility. The non-inferential immediacy of this being-presented-with-possibility, note, immunizes it against the objection that the contingency of the thinker's own existence makes the reality of possibility conditional: thought does not need to, and could not come to, first know of its own contingent existence, or occurrence, in order to then, as a further matter, become acquainted with the reality of possibility. The order is the opposite.

(iii) The PSR is required next according to Boehm in order to move from B5, the necessity that something should exist, to B6, the existence of *something that exists necessarily*.\(^\text{14}\)

Again it seems doubtful that the PSR is required. It follows already, from the earlier conclusion that possibility enjoys non-contingent reality, that whatever being makes possibility possible (B5) must be considered, by virtue of its occupying that role,
to exist necessarily (B6). Possibility-grounding actual being cannot be thought to exist non-necessarily, for if it existed contingently, then it would be possible to remove it in thought, to think it away, which would be for thought to negate its own possibility. If the being which subvenes possibility is irremovable – if its non-existence is unthinkable – then it must be thought to exist necessarily.

The inference is open to challenge in so far as it involves a movement from a necessity pertaining to thought, to a necessity pertaining to what thought identifies as its ground, but it is neither obviously valid nor obviously invalid, and I suggest that it must remain in this condition of undecidedness for as long as our general understanding of the relation between these two species of necessity, which can be neither collapsed into one another nor absolutely dissociated, remains incomplete. We will return to this later.

These non-PSR reconstructions of Kant's inferences may be challenged, but they are not non-starters, and they agree with the text, in so far as the ('only possible') argument for God is clearly supposed to be contained in the analysis of possibility with which the Second Reflection begins. As I read Kant, he means to argue directly from (1) the account of possibility as having necessarily a material as well as a formal component, which must be given to thought, and given as existing, and from (2) the necessity of possibility which is implied immediately by mere thinking, to (3) the existence of a Necessary Being; where the new principle driving his proof operates along the dimension, not of relations between thoughts or elements within them, as do the PSR and the Principle of Non-Contradiction, but of (compatibility with and grounding of) the possibility of (its being true that) anything is being thought, or that thinking can take place, at all.15

Now this construal of the argument of Section One of the Beweisgrund will ring loud bells, since its fulcrum lies in consideration of what makes determinate thinking possible, where this refers to a type of grounding which is neither logical in the narrow sense (formal logic establishes only 'formal possibility') nor a matter of worldly causality – and exactly this is also of course the linchpin of what the Critical Kant calls transcendental proof, which operates on the basis of sheer possibility (now that of Erfahrung) and issues in synthetic a priori propositions. At a finer level of detail there is a parallel to be drawn between the impossibility of thinking away the material conditions for thought asserted in the Beweisgrund, and the irremovability and consequent necessity of space and time asserted in their metaphysical expositions in the Transcendental Aesthetic of the first Critique. What is most striking in the Beweisgrund
is the relative obliqueness of the necessity in thought that Kant wants to put to work: Kant's idea is not that we cannot think away our own existence or that of our thoughts – there is no necessity in the existence of either of those objects – but that we cannot think away the situation of thinking's being possible.\textsuperscript{16} This pure structure of thinkability is internal to thought and imposes itself on us with a distinctive type of necessity, which in the Critique of Pure Reason Kant will try to account for immanently, but which in the Beweisgrund is taken to reveal the immediate anchoring of thought in reality, as no mere consideration of the agreement of concepts can do, and yet in a way which involves none of the mediation required for a posteriori cognition. This profoundly original element does not come to light when the text is read through Spinoza's eyes.

The notion that the Beweisgrund is genuinely distinguished from early modern rationalism with regard to its method is testified by Jacobi's ecstatic reception of the work recounted in his David Hume (1787),\textsuperscript{17} and its inspiration of the seminal ideas sketched by Herder in his 'Versuch über das Sein' (1763).\textsuperscript{18} That Kant would have had a very strong interest in uncovering a new a priori epistemic source independent of the PSR (and of the Principles of Identity and Non-Contradiction) also coheres with the misgivings about Wolff's use of the PSR that he had expressed in the New Elucidation (1755),\textsuperscript{19} and with the fact that, L. W. Beck tell us, the notion that possibility presupposes actuality 'had become almost a commonplace' by 1763.\textsuperscript{20} It would be puzzling if Kant intended the Beweisgrund to do no more than merely redeploy a received idea.\textsuperscript{21} If on the other hand the Beweisgrund embodies a radical insight at a foundational level – with justification, in so far as we can see it to contain the seed of the transcendental turn – then the work's (considerable) ambition is explained.

The argumentative shortfall of the Beweisgrund, on the view I am offering, reflects no simple fallacy in Kant's reasoning but derives from uncertainty at the root of the argument, concerning what exactly it means for thought to recognize that there is something which it must conceive as having absolute but not logically necessary existence. It is reasonable to conjecture that Kant's dawning awareness of this limitation, which makes the argument of the Beweisgrund inconclusive – but does not mean that it is based on an outright mistake – added impetus to his formation of the Critical concept of a transcendental ground.

Boehm has another set of reasons for reading the Beweisgrund as Spinozistic, independent from the argument just discussed but also, it will transpire, significant for our understanding of the late Schelling.
Kant's affirmation of the absolute priority of being over possibility, and his attribution of necessary existence to being, raise acutely the question of what possibility is, of how it gets into the picture, seemingly in addition to being and its determinations; which lays the ground for the Spinozist to argue that we should deny it any such reality. Boehm suggests that this is how the Beweisgrund must be read, but the evidence of the text is that, whether or not his position can ultimately be defended against Spinoza's challenge, Kant's intention is to endorse the ontological model of Wolff, Baumgarten, and contemporaries such as Lambert and Mendelssohn, according to which a layer of Realitäten, or essences, is interposed between God and contingent existents, giving rise to the realm of possibility. Kant distinguishes two ways in which possibility may be grounded:

The data of all possibility must be found in the necessary being either as determinations of it, or as consequences which are given through the necessary being as the ultimate real ground [Da die Data zu aller Möglichkeiten in ihm anzutreffen sein müssen, entweder als Bestimmungen desselben, oder als Folgen, die durch ihn als den ersten Realgrund gegeben sind.] Though aware that the type of relation exemplified by 'consequences', Folgen, is less transparent than the simple inherence of 'determinations', Bestimmungen, what Kant wants is some kind of supervenience, which will permit slack in the relation of possibilities to their ground. As Kant argues the point: Provision must be made for 'real opposition' in what we find to be the case – e.g., opposing forces in a physical body, or the sensation of pain – and also for negations and defects – e.g., lack of the power of thought – for these are among the things whose possibility the Necessary Being must provide for. This can be done only if we avoid taking such items as indices of, i.e. as licensing inference to, either (a) 'logical contradictions', or (b) 'real opposition or positive conflict among its determinations'. The former would entail which contradictory predicates within the ground of possibility, and the latter would signal defectiveness in the Necessary Being. What follows according to Kant is that (i) not all 'possible reality' is included among the determinations of the Necessary Being – certain realities do not exist in the Necessary Being as determinations thereof ('so können sie nicht insgesammt als Prädicate in ihm sein'); and (ii) certain negative states of affairs or defects 'depend upon' and are 'grounded in' the Necessary Being, with
respect to 'what is real in them', yet are not predicatable of it. The key notion therefore is that these other realities are given through the Necessary Being (‘weil sie doch alle durch ihn gegeben sind’), and as such belong to it in some either direct or indirect sense, but are not given as in it in the manner of its properties.

Now it is certainly true that Kant offers in the Beweisgrund no positive theory of how possibility can non-reducibly supervene on being, so with respect to this requirement his account is at best incomplete. In the course of Kant's development, metaphysical issues of this sort are overtaken, and when we re-encounter the Gedankengang of the Second and Third Reflections in the Transcendental Ideal of the Critique of Pure Reason, we find its cogency maintained, while its conclusion has been stripped of ontological significance: Kant's claim is now that we are led from determinate thought of objects to the mere idea of an ens realissimum, just as we are led from experience in general to the idea of a transcendentally free cause. This radical result has been achieved through, and it makes sense only in terms of, Kant's construction of an entirely new theory of thought, being, and possibility, in which sense experience has assumed the role of furnishing the Data zu aller Möglichkeit needed by thought; an account which we might interpret as sustaining the claim that the material component of thought must be given to thought, but as denying that it must be given as existing. It would not be much of an exaggeration to describe Schelling's philosophical development as an extended attempt to work out what is right and what is wrong in this innovation of Kant's.

II Schelling's Quelle

Officially Kant's Beweisgrund and Schelling's Quelle address different questions and pursue different tasks. The former seeks to prove the existence of God. The latter asks what constitutes the source of eternal or necessary truths. They also contrast with respect to their opening assumptions. Kant officially assumes nothing but logical necessity. As will be seen, Schelling assumes explicitly our knowledge of non-logical necessary truths. Their respective topics nonetheless bear closely on one another, for the Beweisgrund takes up a position on the grounding of necessary truths, and the Quelle returns an answer, if only implicitly, to the question of whether and how God's existence can be proved. What is important for present purposes, however, is something else, namely the shared use of reflection on modal notions to compel ontological
commitment. This forms the crux of the argument in both texts and allows us to understand Schelling's 1850 lecture as a critical reprise of Kant's attempt in 1763 to overhaul the traditional ontological argument.\(^{30}\)

Since the text is dense and not well studied,\(^{31}\) I will begin by sketching the course of the discussion in the Quelle, before proceeding to spell out its connection with the Beweisgrund.

In asking what constitutes the source of eternal or necessary truths, Schelling makes clear that he assumes such truths to concern necessities in things, not in our cognition alone: we are occupied not with 'what may be possible for us', but rather with 'what is possible in itself [das an sich Mögliche].\(^{32}\) One basis for Schelling's assumption is indicated later in the Quelle – the only alternative is a nominalism which leaves the world of contingent things 'opaque to reason and in active opposition to the concept\(^{33}\) – but behind it also lies his whole case, made in the 1790s, for transforming Kant's subjectivistic theory of empirical judgement into a realist Naturphilosophie. Schelling's choice of term, Quelle, suggests in addition that the origin we are seeking may perhaps reveal itself not to be a Grund in the sense of the PSR. In other words, it may prove to be neither a ratio cognoscendi nor a ratio essendi.

Mathematical truth (and the conformity thereto of objects in nature) provides according to Schelling a paradigm, but forms only a sub-class, of necessary truths, which he takes to include also natural necessities.\(^{34}\) To ask for the source of eternal truths is thus also, Schelling explains, to ask for the source of essences in general, and to ask what makes contingently existing things possible in so far as they are determined by those essences – we are concerned with the possibility of the existence of, e.g., a particular plant qua its being a plant.\(^{35}\) At stake, therefore, is the possibility of the world in all of its known intelligibility. Also at issue, consequently, is Kant's Critical explanandum, viz. the possibility of objective knowledge, though the function of human knowing is precluded from itself being the source that we are seeking. Whether accounting for the world's possibility in respect of the necessities which inhere in it leaves more to be said, and if so what that might be, is not discussed at the beginning of the Quelle, though it is of course where Schelling is headed.

Having made clear the great scope of the question, Schelling immediately states what appears to be, from where we stand in the history of philosophy, its uniquely correct answer: namely that given in Kant's concept of reason's idea of a highest being, the 'completely determinate concept [Inbegriff] of all possibilities' or ens realissimum of
Having stated Kant's theory, Schelling leaves it as it stands, as if it required no elaboration beyond a reminder that this entity also doubles as the intuitive intellect of the Third *Critique*. That it does indeed demand further interpretation will emerge shortly. What Schelling tells us initially is just that it is the only possible answer as long as certain assumptions remain in place: 'This is the path of every pure or merely rational science [*der Weg aller reinen oder bloßen Vernunftwissenschaft*].' It will transpire that Kant's answer is defective or at any rate incomplete, which means that those assumptions too must be overturned, and because Schelling's intention is not to merely leave a skeptical vacuum, it will also need to be explained what should be put in their place. In order to complete all of this, Schelling argues from the history of philosophy in the manner characteristic of his late works: critical reading of the historical sequence reveals concurrently the internal logic of its development and its final *aporia*, while also supplying the momentum that carries us forward to its resolution.

The first part of the text consists in a discussion of medieval and early modern accounts of necessary truth. The particular difficulty encountered here is that of explaining the relation of God to necessary truths. It may be wondered why, history aside, the question of the source of necessary truth should be taken up in a theological context, or if history must be our guide, then why we should not begin with the ancients. Obvious considerations are that God's existence is traditionally reckoned among the eternal truths, if not their very foundation, and that at a minimum it may be expected of an account of the source of necessary truth that it will be prove to be compatible with God's existence. Schelling's reason for taking theological reflection to provide the right starting point becomes clear as the historical discussion unfolds. Kant's Ideal of Pure Reason gives us the concept, if nothing more, of God, and although Kant himself holds that nothing *secures for us* its ontological significance, the Ideal is supposedly at least 'problematic', i.e., capable (in some non-epistemic sense) of having ontological significance. If we accept the Ideal as supplying the correct concept of the source of necessary truth, a question may therefore legitimately be raised concerning how (A) the Ideal *qua* playing its assigned role in our *Wissenschaft*, relates to (B) the Ideal *qua* actually existent. That the latter notion is coherent becomes clear when we reflect that God is conceived of as, if existent, then as existing with maximal actuality. It needs therefore to be shown that these two 'aspects' of the Ideal – the Ideal as the totality-cum-
ground of necessary truth, and as God, as Schelling puts matters – can be seamlessly related in thought.

Once the simple assumption has been added that will and understanding belong to the structure of the Ideal, or must be involved in the derivation of the world from it, we find ourselves in the context of early modern discussion of the issue. The problem here is well known. Schelling’s distillation is as follows. Dependence on God’s will (Descartes’ claim) yields absurdity, for whatever results from a will can only be something actual, which would make mathematics a posteriori, in virtue of its then being dependent on experience of the relevant actuals. In any case Descartes’ account must be faulty because (Schelling cites Bayle) the eternal truths which define God’s own essence cannot themselves derive from his will. Independence from God’s will through their relocation in the divine understanding (Leibniz’s proposal) encounters the following problem. It must then be asked how divine understanding relates to (verhält sich zu) the eternal truths. If this understanding determines what is necessary from-and-out-of itself (bestimmt von sich aus), without being bound to anything, then it is divine will once again, but if it discovers the necessities (findet sie vor, entdeckt sie) as something distinct from itself and ‘as already being there’ (als schon da seyende), then something prior to divine understanding is presupposed.

From this point we move, surprisingly quickly, to a position recognizable as Hegel’s. What divine Verstand presupposes must have a different character from that of a divine faculty (Facultät), if an infinite regress is to be avoided. This can only mean that it must be ‘itself the Universal’, ‘independent of everything individual, indeed even opposed to this’. In other words, it must be eternal Reason, ewige Vernunft, whose laws divine understanding cannot overstep. And having come this far, a further move is inevitable: postulating two independent and mutually underivable beings, God and Reason, violates the wissenschaftlich demand for a single principle, and is also unnecessary, for we may ‘affirm that God himself is nothing other than this eternal Reason’. Schelling emphasizes that this reduction, far from coming out of the blue, had become all but fully explicit in the ‘theological rationalism’ of Wolff before receiving recent expression in ‘the system in which Reason is all’, i.e., Hegel’s.

Now it may be wondered how this leaves us in relation to Kant, who appears to have been skipped over in Schelling’s rehearsal of the historical sequence, oddly so in view of Schelling’s initial hailing of his Ideal of Pure Reason. The answer is that, on the one hand, the claim of Kant’s Ideal to provide the definitive formulation of the source of
necessary truths has been vindicated, as Schelling makes plain when he tells us that God has been reconceived as 'the stuff [Stoff], the material of all possibilities [Materie zu allen Möglichkeiten]'\(^4^-7\). At the same time, one integral element of it has been eliminated, for this totality is no longer to be conceived as a (completely determinate) individual: rather it is universality through and through. What has emerged is that the two 'aspects' of the Ideal of Pure Reason are at odds with one another; we have learnt that there was an ambiguity in Kant's conception at the outset, which the post-Kantian development has brought into the open.

That this is so becomes clear, Schelling argues, when we ask about the 'real relationship' of (A) the Ideal \textit{qua} Reason, to (B) the Ideal \textit{qua} God, as opposed to their 'purely logical' relationship.\(^4^8\) What entitles Schelling to treat these two relations as genuinely distinct is precisely the fact that, as has been seen, Kant's Ideal does not survive intact when it is translated, as \textit{Wissenschaft} requires it to be, into the system in which 'Reason is all'. Posing this question allows Schelling to finally present his positive philosophy,\(^4^9\) the transition to which is marked by his introduction of a new conceptual idiom.

The \textit{logical} relationship of (A) to (B) is merely one of potentiality to actuality. Their \textit{real} relationship must be represented thus:

That which comprehends all possibility, as itself merely possible [i.e. (A)], will be incapable of self-being [\textit{selbst-Seyns}] and only be able to be in the mode of relating itself as mere material to another [i.e. (B)], which is its being and over against which it appears as that which is not through itself [\textit{nur auf die Weise seyn können, daß es sich als bloße Materie eines andern verhält, das ihm das Seyn ist, und gegen das es als das selbst nicht Seyende erscheint}]\(^3^0\).

The real relation can therefore be cast in terms of identity or of subject-and-predicate: God \textit{is} the Self-Being (\textit{das selbst-Seyende}) of the \textit{Inbegriff} of possibility, and he is the subject of which 'universal being' and 'all essences' must be predicated. But we can do so only on two strict conditions: First, that it is understood that 'he himself is not this totality': in \textit{himself}, as the absolute individual (\textit{das absolute Einzelwesen}), there is in him no '\textit{whatness} [\textit{kein Was}]', for he is the pure '\textit{thatness} [\textit{das reine Daß}] – \textit{actus purus}'.\(^5^-1\) And second, we must recognize being as having priority: God-\textit{qua}-(B) is what causes God-\textit{qua}-(A) to have \textit{being}.\(^5^-2\) As regards the 'why' question which this raises –
by virtue of what necessity does the Daß of God acquire its Was? – this is 'the final limit', 'that beyond which one cannot pass', and it constitutes God's freedom.\textsuperscript{53} All that can be said is that, if God had no Was, if he were not at least a pre-determinate Etwas, then it would not be a truth that God is.\textsuperscript{54} In this last respect, the ground-consequent relation is reversed: God-qua-(B) is \textit{alethically} dependent on God-qua-(A).

In other texts, Schelling breaks down the copula by describing the same structure in terms of becoming. Represented thus, the relationship is again not linear but rather asymmetrically bi-directional: (A) becomes (B), and, by means of a different and subordinate mode of becoming, (B) becomes (A). The two modes of becoming are asymmetrically dependent on one another, like (A) and (B) themselves. Alternatively the structure may be represented mereologically: (A) and (B) produce a whole, and this whole which can also be regarded as having produced (A) and (B) as its parts or as having produced itself out of them, again by means of a different and subordinate mode of production.

These different ways of representing God's structure – either in terms of identity, or of becoming, or of mereology – are equally legitimate. The \textit{Quelle} confines itself to the first because it is all that is required to address the specific problem that Schelling has in view in this text, the solution to which, he explains, consists in a oneness (\textit{Eins-seyns}) or unity (\textit{Einheit}) of thought and being, a necessity that 'whatever \textit{Is} must also have a relation to the \textit{concept}'.\textsuperscript{55} This thesis of course recalls Hegel, and Schelling's own Identity Philosophy, but the formula has changed, and Schelling no longer glosses it as an \textit{Identität}, since it has been found to turn on the asymmetry just described.\textsuperscript{56} It nonetheless does the job of making intelligible the coordinate Daß and Was of the world, completing the task that Hegel had set himself, without the same nihilistic upshot.

The problem which Kant left unsolved in the \textit{Beweisgrund}, of relating \textit{Realitäten} to necessary being and accounting for the supervenience of possibility on being, has been solved in the \textit{Quelle} through a reconception of what God (what Kant called 'necessary being') \textit{is}. God may truly be said to exist necessarily, but not to consist \textit{only} in necessary existence: God also exists \textit{freely}, and without this freedom to exist, could not exist with necessity.\textsuperscript{57}

It is tempting to describe what Schelling is offering here, and more pronouncedly in other late texts, which discriminate between \textit{Sein, das Seyende, das Überseyende}, \textit{Seinkönnen}, etc., as a doctrine of multiple modes of being, but it needs to
be borne in mind that, on Schelling's account, these modes can be understood only (i) through and alongside one another, and (ii) as exemplified in one primordial case. Hence it seems better to say that the central thrust of Schelling's new conceptual figures is instead to complexify the (unitary) concept of being, in a revisionary way that shows it to have a shape which can be grasped only in terms of Schelling's model of differentiated moments, articulated on an axis which can be brought under no determinate concept, but which demands an interfoliation of logical and temporal vocabularies. These novel conceptual figures are not self-justified, or available to philosophical reflection ab initio, rather we have been forced to construct and employ them, by the need to conceive God and the source of necessary truth in a way which avoids the otherwise inevitable reduction of All to Reason, and thence to Nothing.

Further clarifying Schelling's ontological revision would demand much more than can be supplied here, but one brief suggestion can be made as to how it may be viewed. Kant's concept of the intuitive intellect, which as noted earlier Schelling regards as intimately related to Kant's Ideal of Pure Reason, comes to be formulated by asking what cognition would be, if the finitude which defines (and constrains) human cognition were subtracted from it. We arrive thereby at an inversion of our own mode of cognition. Thus we form the concept of an intellect that begins with wholes and advances to cognition of parts, and so on. But it remains, on Kant's account, cognition which has for its (divine) subject the form of judgement, articulated in terms of subject and predicate. At any rate, for Kant it is only in the form of a total compression of intuition and concept that our representation of the intuitive intellect has any significance. Schelling's ontological innovation may be regarded as taking the further step of inverting judgement: we attempt to express a mode of cognition from which the form of judgement too has been abstracted. This further and strange-sounding step cannot be dismissed as a step too far, for again we have been forced to make it, in order to make sense of Kant's own highest Idea. And what we encounter, having taken it, is according to Schelling not cognition as distinct from being, but the being to which it is indebted.

Putting Schelling's idea in this way recalls the insight contained, I argued, in Kant's Beweisgrund. So let me now spell out the relation of the two texts. Both give expression to dissatisfaction with philosophical rationalism and some sympathy with empiricism: the Beweisgrund reflects Kant's appreciation of Crusius' objections to the Leibniz-Wolffian philosophy and of Newtonianism, while Schelling
has Hegel in his sights and had in his historical texts of the 1830s repeatedly gone over the opposition of empiricism and rationalism. But they proceed to opposite conclusions, since if Schelling is right, then the insight with the aid of which Kant attempted to make a running repair to rationalist metaphysics in fact points towards their final overcoming.

Schelling's view of Kant may be reconstructed as follows. Kant was right in the Beweisgrund to move from thought to being, but wrong to suppose that the being to which thought must move can be conceptualized simply as 'necessarily existing being'. In challenging this move – understood as an inference – the Critical Kant was justified, though wrong in turn to conclude that the only move that thought can make is to a mere idea. To that extent Kant's later ontological deflation of the Beweisgrund's argument is in error.

The further implication of what Schelling argues in the Quelle is that the Beweisgrund does not avoid commitment to Spinozism, because the slack that Kant there assumes, between the unique necessary being and the Realitäten which supposedly supervene on it, cannot be sustained. Nor does the Critical philosophy avoid the necessitarian implications of Spinoza's system, for once the concept of the Ideal of Pure Reason has been formulated – unless it is checked by a reconsideration of the project of Vernunftwissenschaft of the sort that Schelling's late philosophy aims to supply – it will inevitably resolved itself into the contingency-denying, and ontologically nihilistic, system of Hegel. What the Critical Kant relies on in order to block Spinozism is his doctrine of the transcendental ideality of time, its being a 'mere form of sensible intuition', which according to Kant allows worldly things to constitute their own order of mere 'appearance', insulated from the top-down necessity of Spinoza's monism. That this strategy of self-limiting Wissenschaft does not work, however, for a number of reasons having to do with the untenability of transcendental idealism as exposited in the Transcendental Aesthetic, is a motivating premise of post-Kantian idealism. What in fact is needed in order to avoid Spinozism is a conception of being as having the structure and complexity adumbrated above; only on this basis can the existence of necessary truths be reconciled with the contingency of actual things.

Schelling's recognition of how close Kant nonetheless came to seeing the need for a positive philosophy is reflected in his strikingly equivocal assessment of Kant in the Quelle: on the one hand Schelling affirms that, with his concept of the Ideal of Pure Reason, Kant did arrive at (and even mastered) the standpoint which Schelling has set forth; on the other hand, he did so 'just barely', and 'did not progress beyond it'. 
Now what Schelling might have added is that behind the Ideal lies the \textit{Beweisgrund}, which contains embryonically Schelling’s own insight that the being to which thought must move is \textit{unvordenklich}, in so far as Kant there recognized an ontological necessity within thought more primitive than the PSR. The insight of the \textit{Beweisgrund} is, that reflection on the possibility of thought takes us to a point where we, so to speak, \textit{pass over} into transcendental reality: If I am to think – and I \textit{do} think! –, then there must be possibility, and in order for there to be possibility, there must be \textit{being} which pre-dates thought, possibility, and the PSR. The necessary priority of being over thought which manifests itself at this point is absolute in the sense that it does not allow for a distinction to be drawn between the necessity of thinking it to be the case – where modality attaches to the \textit{thinking} of the content – and the necessity of its being the case – where modality belongs to \textit{what is exhibited} in the content of thought. The PSR is thereby shown to be, in a newly disclosed sense, non-necessary, though it is also, on the condition of being so understood, absolutely valid. In Schelling’s new idiom, the \textit{Beweisgrund} exposes the Fact of the World at the root of thought. In this way Schelling’s late philosophy can be viewed as a return to an idea which Kant had glimpsed but left behind, an extended meditation on the insight that led Kant to believe that he had opened a new door for rationalism and put the ultimately desired object of human reason within its grasp.

Some final remarks on the opposition of Schelling and Hegel with which I began. Viewed externally, it appears to consist in the assertion by each of one side of an antithesis over the other. Yet internally each represents their own standpoint as free from the one-sidedness exhibited by their opponent. We might ask how this can be. The pattern is broadly familiar from other contexts in the history of philosophy where opposing positions seem to become mutually and symmetrically incommunicable, but in Schelling and Hegel it assumes a maximally abstract and philosophically comprehensive form; which may lead us to wonder whether the opposition is not somehow ill-conceived.\textsuperscript{63}

I think it can be said how Schelling at least wishes to answer the question, and why he thinks the dispute is not empty but all-decisive. The insight on which Schelling’s late philosophy expands, and which my reading of the \textit{Quelle} in light of the \textit{Beweisgrund} has tried to put into focus, is that there is a constitutive two-sidedness in the Situation of Thinking, which presents us immediately both with possibility, supplying the aether of thought, and with being, without which thought would be
nothing for itself. From the Situation itself it cannot be determined directly, however, which of the two has priority.\textsuperscript{64} This is what allows it to be supposed that pure reason has its own absolute content, \textit{vernunftwissenschaftlich} elaboration of which can encompass all possible reality, inclusive of itself. The truth, however, which needs to be grasped via the history of philosophy – specifically, through recognition of the emptiness that results from the endeavour to extract all reality from pure reason – is that thought is indebted to being for its own possibility. That this is not plain to view \textit{ab initio} is due not to any constraint of discursive reflection,\textsuperscript{65} but is a consequence of the fact that philosophical reflection lies at the end of a \textit{real} process which begins with God and in the course of which God's structure has been inverted: God \textit{came to think} his own being, while we, as God's derivatives, exist from the beginning \textit{through} God's thinking. The job of philosophical \textit{Wissenschaft} is to reverse this inversion; which allows it to be understood why Schelling should describe positive philosophy as \textit{philosophische Religion},\textsuperscript{66} a title which Hegel's system could never merit.
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